Preparing for Law School
Academic Classes 2019-2020

The American Bar Association (ABA) does not recommend any undergraduate majors or group of courses to prepare for a legal education. However, some courses offered at Colorado College can offer specific skills that will help you prepare for law school.

Consider taking some of the courses below offered during the 2019-2020 academic year.

**Anthropology**
AN 312: The Language of Racism

**Classics**
CL 111: Latin for Beginners

**Economics and Business**
EC 113: Negotiation
EC 114: Principles of Decision Making
EC 115: Legal Environment of Business
EC 351: Economics of Immigration

**Education**
ED 430: Policy and Politics in American Education

**English**
EN 302: History of the English Language: Power and Society in Language
EN 250: Introduction to Literary Theory

**Environmental Studies Program**
EV 145: Environment and Society
EV 271: Environmental Law and Policy
EV 274: Environmental Politics and Policy
EV 373: Public Policymaking
EV 374: Environmental Law and Policy for the Global Commons

**Philosophy**
PH 140: Ethics
PH 226: Formal Logic
PH 246: Environmental Ethics

**Political Science**
PS 200: United States Politics and Government
PS 211: Women, Government and Public Policy
PS 231: Political Campaigning
PS 233: Governmental Participation
PS 274: Environmental Politics and Policy
PS 321: Public Policymaking
PS 322: The Judiciary
PS 328: Philosophy of Law

**Sociology**
SO 101: Inequality in the U.S
SO 257: Globalization and Immigration on the U.S.-Mexico Border

**Southwest Studies**
SW 214: History of Native America
SW 257: Globalization and Immigration on the U.S.-Mexican Border

**Theatre:**
TH 105: Acting I: Introduction